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Reason for Retention of Property and Efforta Made to Dispose of Bame © 

As original evidence is retained at the Bureau, 
this exhibit which is photographs of ‘the origi: 
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“he, _ Five boxes containing photographs of itens belonging to subject 
-and wife MARINA acquired by the Dallas PD from the RUTH PAINE 

oo | residence, . 2515 West Sth 8t., Irving, Texas, and from the } Rast 
° residence of subject, 1026 N. Beckley, Dallas. — 

  

  These photographs consist of four sets of photographs on large, ’ 
rough paper and two sets prepared on snaller, glossy photo- - 

_ graphic paper, and one partial set on larger, slossy photo~ . 
| Braphic paper. 1 - ‘ 
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: ¥e will ‘be’ noted the glossy’ ‘photographs (email) ‘were ‘taken ater 
| examination by the Laboratory and the writing is not: foo 
',, distinct on many of the exhibits. woo Jon 

“Yt 48 believed these exhiits should be retained & for an ‘aa 
Mefinite period for reference work. us ad 
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*"(pee Inventory List maintained in 1-A Exhibit File of 100-10461 
' for a complete Listing of the photographed Ateus. ) 

   

7 "Stems s T, y returned to ‘Ballas PD, 6/23/64. 
a (Original evidence maintained FBI Lab; these are ‘photos of iten 

. @f£ evidence which photos were furnished to Dallas by the Bureau 
aoe should be noted these photos and list of items has been supe 
"gseded by photos and inventory list furnished by Bureau 2/1/64, 

3 - covering items #1 through #455; Al througt A65; Bl through BS3; 
‘c1. through c248; pL ‘through pray end | a2 ‘through d10.) ae   


